Comments regarding DRECP NEPA/CEQA:

Industrial power installations should be controlled by local zoning codes. Zoning should be used to protect the character of the desert. Dust control? When they (usually foreign companies that have been contracted to scrape the solar panel sites), they will require more water from a drought stricken state. Disturbed land. Please scrutinize this land use and prefer barren fields such as ex farm land in Hinkley. This DRECP plan is too large of an area to open to power companies. It is too likely to be abused. Question, will California encourage businesses that will produce solar panels and installation hardware?
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F162-1  This comment is not relevant to the LUPA and will be addressed in Phase II of the DRECP, as described in Volume I of this Final EIS.

F162-2  This comment has not resulted in a change to the document but the BLM has taken it into consideration.

F162-3  Encouraging the production of solar panels and installation hardware in California is beyond the scope of the BLM LUPA and Final EIS.